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COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Leo II, Monday, August 19, 2013 @ 7:45 pm
Virgo, Wednesday, September 18, 2013 @ 7:45 pm

In this Issue
Working With The Cycles--Being The Flow

by Tom Carney

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way - Sundays @ 9:00 AM
White Magician Training - Wednesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM
Online Workshop/Class/Group Meditations (Please call to join)
New and Full Moon meditations (To sign up for notices e-mail wezkuhl@gmail.com)

Group Meditation Work
August 6, 2013 through September 4, 2013
Only by one's own hand, only by one's own will, only by one's own striving, only by one's own work
can the spirit become a conscious co-worker of the Infinite. The lever will descend upon the
constricted horizon, to devastate that which obscures the course of evolution. But the lever of the
actions of the full life, affirmed as a union with the higher sphere, will descend as the regenerating
Fire. Infinity I, 33
September 5, 2013 through October 4, 2013
The nature of Kali Yuga is characterized by a division of the entire organism into its component parts.
But the Blessed Mother arises at dawn in order to gather these scattered parts of the One Being. The
Mother of the World attracts the attention of nations and awaits the Star of the Morning. Fiery World 1
401

Arcana Workshops
Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-545-0910

ArcanaWorkshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax deductible
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Working With The Cycles--Being The Flow

H

ere comes Leo II. The exact time of
the full moon is 6:46 PDT on
Tuesday August 20. That is slightly
less than 2 days before the Sun enters
Virgo.

does seem quite possible that there is
enough Fire here to bring the Satya Yuga,
the Golden Age, to actual dense physical
birth, as a tiny baby to be sure, but as a
manifested fact. "The Fiery Warriors are
often called by this name because Satya
Yuga begins with the approach of the
element of Fire. Then those gather who are
imbued with that penetrating element." Agni
Yoga, 307.

What to make of this timing? First, it is not a
coincidence. There are no coincidences.
This alignment was/is a pre-known event
just as the two full moons in Leo and the
appearance of the Grand Sextile were preknow events.

Another bit of Master M's guidance is
appropriate here:

The first Leo was on July 22 @ 11:17 AM
PDT. Seven days later, midway into the
outbreathing cycle of Leo I, we had the
alignment of the Grand Sextile. Nine days
after that we had the new moon in Leo on
August 6 @ 2:52 PM PDT starting the
inbreathing cycle which will culminate at
the upcoming Leo II moon.

"The heart in its full significance is a
transmuter and a condenser. Often these
processes happen to be so strong that
human strength cannot suffice to contain
and endure the tension. From antiquity has
come the prayer about resigning one's spirit
to God. One should understand truly this
surrender of the spirit. If you feel an
unbearable anguish of the heart, transfer it
mentally to the Lord. Thus you may join
your heart with the Inexhaustible SourceHierarchy.
Such
action
may
be
particularly needed when the tension of
the entire planet is great. One must be
prepared for the most diversified
influences, both cosmic and human. The
adherence of the heart to Hierarchy is a
continuous action, but at present We are
pointing out particular instances when it
becomes necessary to strengthen the heart
with the manifestation of Hierarchy with
especial clarity of consciousness. Many will
not understand how one can strengthen the
heart by thought because for them, the
heart is but a physical organ. But whoever
has felt Our currents will understand the
meaning of this bond. The World is living

This alignment condenses, focuses and
directs an enormous amount of Light. This
Light streaming through that Great Chain of
Sun Hearts we call Constellations has
entered the toroidal field of our Planet. As
the Sun moves into Virgo, this Light will be
driving
what
the
Fiery
Warriors
accomplished in Leo. In Virgo, those
accomplishments, the decisions made, the
actions taken, will be made manifest or
born.

The Cycle of Out Breathing or
Birth The cycle of birth, or the
outbreathing cycle is from August 20
through September 4. These 15 days will
be of the utmost importance. We are Fiery
Warriors. We know that Light is Fire, and it
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through such a tension that it is timely to
remind ourselves about the necessity of
readiness for such communions. The Fiery
World
must
be
evoked
in
full
consciousness. In case of need, one may
even orally address the Lord. Upon all steps
of Hierarchy there is the same transmission
and communion. And how majestic is this
Ladder of Immeasurable Help.” Fiery
World II, 94.

and work with the multi dimensional reality
of our Cosmos—with opportunities for
effective action. The opportunities are there.
The needed actions are ours to take or not.
The Solar Wave 3 year cycle is presently
moving out of its Valley where we are and
have been working very diligently. We can
see that it approaches its peak in November
2014. This is the period in the U. S. when
we elect the members of the U.S. congress
who will serve during the 2015-16 sessions.
The 3 year cycle peaks in January of 2015.
This is when the elected members are
sworn in to their respective congressional
seats.

Other very telling aspects of the initiating
significance and importance of this
particular period of time and this particular
alignment of Luminaries is seen in the 3, 9,
and 27 year Solar Energy Wave cycle. (I
have attached a chart of that Wave Cycle
for those who may not be familiar with it.)

If we have done our work, both subjective
and objective, the new Congress will be
more consciously imbued with the energies
of the Principles and Laws that are bringing
in the Satya Yuga. This is a great
opportunity to build the conscious power
centers necessary for the 2025 Hierarchical
Conclave.

The 3 year Solar Energy Wave cycle
reaches its trough or valley in 2013. "When
an energy wave emanates from the sun, the
point of maximum intensity is when the
crisis ensues, as this is when it impacts the
form world. Yet the moment of creative
opportunity, of silence and of deepest
contact with the emanating source, is at
the valley point of the cycle. This is the
place where the creative worker, the
magician occultist should be (but is
rarely found) positively generating the
new initiatives which will take form at
the peak point in the cycle." Solar Energy

Again, these conjunctions are not
coincidental. They clearly indicate the
opportunity. I guess it is kind of lame to say
that when one has the Luminaries of Fire at
one's back, the iron is obviously hot. It is
time to strike with maximum Intention,
Consciousness, and Love.

Wave Cycles, attached

Looking a bit further into the future, we can
see that the 3 year cycle reaches its valley
in 2016. This will be the year to do the
necessary work to ensure that the elections
of 2016 produce a relatively enlightened
leader for the 2017 inauguration. It is also
notable that the 2017 inauguration occurs
when the 9 year cycle is in the valley, and
leads into the peak of 2021. The election

Again,
the
occurrences
of
such
conjunctions
or
crossings
are
not
coincidental. They have always been known
well in advance of their occurrence by the
Planners and are a significant aspect of the
timing of the Unfolding Plan. These
conjunctions present us—Humanity, and
particularly those of us who are aware of
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cycle of 2020 will probably be the most
important election of our entire history,
leading as it will into the election of 2024
which will elect the President of the U.S.
who will be in power in 2025.

Path of Free Will, we will also remain just as
conscious of the cruelty, pain, and suffering
of the world.
To become lost in the light supernal is not a
prerogative for Fiery Warriors. We strive not
for our glory and Joy but for the release of
the prisoners of the Planet. This striving is
the source of the power of Love. We live to
serve. This is what makes Joy a Special
Wisdom.
Tom Carney
Libra, 2013

A Note of Vigilance and Caution
We are all aware that the planet is under
great strain. We remain joyful and certain of
our coming triumphs. However, being
disciples who walk the narrow razor edge
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